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This second Edition of the ERASMUS-Day at Okayama University (1st in Oct-2014) is
expected to bring together all students levels, professors, researchers and International
Specialists of ERASMUS …. Let’s get together for a joint « ERASMUS future »

2019.04.11
at 国際交流会館（図書館裏）

(Thu.)

13:00-17:00

対象者： 岡山大学学生・教職員 （申し込み不要）

共催:URA執務室,岡山大学エラスムスムンドウスパートナーシッププログラム

日時

場所
・

Via ERASMUS+ Investing in people, their skills, knowledge and 
mutual understanding  will help respond to:

Global Challenges, Maintain Social Fairness, Preserve Peace. 

Building on the success of Erasmus+, the next programme will provide learning and mobility opportunities to
12 million people, in comparison to 4 million people in the current programme. Its focus on “evolution, not
revolution” means that the 'Erasmus' programme will continue to cover schools, vocational education and
training, higher education and adult learning - youth and sport, but in a more streamlined manner. The next
ERASMUS programme will be substantially strengthened, extended and more inclusive. It will further promote
activities which foster knowledge and awareness of the EU, opportunities in forward-looking knowledge fields
e.g. climate change, robotics etc. and better outreach and inclusion of people with fewer opportunities.
The international dimension of the programme will also be boosted.

ERASMUS +
On 30 May, the Commission adopted its proposal for the next Erasmus programme,

with a doubling of the budget to 30 billion € for the period 2021-2027
(300 億€ = 3.81兆円).
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13:00 - 13:05  Richard KELNER xxxx ERASMUS - EU Delegation
"ERASMUS+ : opportunities" - 15mn

16:00 - 16:30
"Corner" discussion
Richard, Takayoshi, Bernard will provide further ERASMUS infos in face to face discussions

Co-Chaired by Dr. B. Chenevier URA and Pr. J. Yamakawa
Opening - ???

13:05 - 13:20  Eva HANADA xxxx Kobe University - KUPES Center
"ERASMUS strateg(ies)y at Kobe University" - 15mn

13:20 - 13:40 Takayoshi SUZUKI Professor Okayama University –
Head of the ERASMUS Committee

Bernard CHENEVIER Senior URA – Okayama University
"The ERASMUS process at Okayama University" - 20mn

13:40 - 13:55 Ahmad SOHAIL Ph-D student Okayama University - ERASMUS Fellow
"Preparation of my ERASMUS period at Sorbonne University" - 15mn

13:55 - 14:10 Ariane DUPONT MASTER Student Sorbonne University –
ERASMUS Fellow.  --- I-Ma-C student

"ERASMUS" - 15mn

14:10 - 14:30
Coffee Break

14:30 – 15:00 Anne-LisePOQUET Professor Sorbonne University - ERASMUS fellow
Rakhee PATEL xxxx Sorbonne University - ERASMUS fellow

»ERASMUS strategies at Sorbonne Universities" - 20mn

15:00 - 15:05 Takuya ASADA MASTER Student Okayama University - ERASMUS fellow
"Title of the talk" - 5mn - Recorded Video Message

15:10 - 15:25 Minoru NOHARA Professor Okayama University - ERASMUS fellow
"Title of the talk" - 15mn

15:25 - 15:40 Hideaki TAKEUCHI Professor Okayama University - ERASMUS Fellow
"Title of the talk" - 15mn

15:40 - 15:45 Closing

15:45 - Break

PROGRAMME


